Old Monk Records Conversation With Alien (5/10)
Translated by China Uncensored

A few years ago an old monk, Huang Yousheng, who lives in Jinan, Shandong province, and
who had been cultivating since a very young age, revealed that he had reached an
enlightenment level and was able to communicate with an alien, whose code name was
AK5T-S9B-KUT9B92, and that he had been told many things about extraterrestrial civilizations,
and their study of humans on earth.

5. Aliens laugh at the absurdity of 'evolution'

Alien life AK5T-S9B-KUT9B92 has travelled through many Galaxies, and has checked the
scientific and technical data in the record centres of at least 50 galaxies, and found that there
are continuous records documenting human civilization over a period of more than 80 million
Earth years. AK5T found that the emergence and the disappearance of human civilizations
were dominated by some higher life; or in a word: 'everything is arranged by God' and
everything has its destiny.
2,600 Earth years ago, alien life AK5T was still relatively young, and liked to wander around.
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Once he flew a NU-Y7C type flying saucer which was improved by himself. He entered a space
channel which was not frequently being used, to enter galaxy clusters called HRW3-EE
clusters, 3 million light years from the blue-ray of galaxies. The civilization of these clusters is
quite unique, they had a much more clever way to use the energy of high energy particles.
In the records of their civilisation, there were giants living on earth tens of millions of years ago,
and they were 3 to 5 times larger than present human beings. Also, the animals and stock they
had were not like the cows and sheep of today, they were dinosaurs. Some of those dinosaurs
were domestic, some were wild, just like ducks now, some wild and some domestic.
But now, they find that the interpretations of pre-existing human civilization by humans on earth
today are really strange. Darwin's theory of evolution must be the biggest joke on the human
race. In accordance with the theory of evolution, humans could never dare to believe the
existence of giants tens of millions of years ago, because the theory of evolution states that at
that time, there were only lower level single cell life on Earth, there was no marine life at all!
But a small number of scientists on earth are still quite open minded. They have discovered the
fossil of a giant, and they also successfully formed the whole skeleton of the giant. But
unfortunately, many of the so-called scientists give up on their own beliefs due to potential
personal gain conflicts with authorities. It is very rare for scientists to confront and correct
mistakes. In this aspect, Alien lives are more honest towards science then humans on earth.
Some people may be scared of the truth about the existence of Aliens, because they fear that
this will end the fallacy of atheism.

To be continued...
Read earlier article

Additional reading:

Two recorded events disclosing: Life Inside The Earth.

1. THE FLIGHT TO THE LAND BEYOND THE NORTH POLE

(click to linked article)
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2. Olaf Jansen's Story
My name is Olaf Jansen. I am a Norwegian, although I was born in the little seafaring Russian
town of Uleaborg, on the eastern coast of the Gulf of Bothnia, the northern arm of the Baltic
Sea.
My parents were on a fishing cruise in the Gulf of Bothnia, and put into this Russian town of
Uleaborg at the time of my birth, being the twenty-seventh day of October, 1811. ...... ( Click to
linked full story ).
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